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ABSTRACT

A novel theoretical analysis is provided for direct detection optical FSK

transmission system with Mach-Zender interferometer (MZI) as an optical

frequency discriminator (OFD). The analysis is carried out taking into account the

combined effect of laser phase noise, chromatic dispersion of optical fibre,

photodetector shot noise and receiver noise. The single mode fibre is modeled as a

bandpass filter with flat amplitude response and linear !,'fOUP delay over the optical

ban9width of the modulated optical signal. The statistics of the signal phase

fluctuations at the output of the fibre caused by non-linear filtering due to fibre

chromatic dispersion are determined in tenns of its moments and the probability

density function (pdf) of the random phase fluctuation due to laser phase noise and

fibre chromatic dispersion is evaluated. The total phase noise power at the output

of the receiver photodetector is also expressed in terms of the powers of the cross-

m?dulation and intermodulation frequency noise components.

Using the noise statistics and moments, the bit error rate (HER) performance of the

receiver is then evaluated for different values of dispersion coefficient and laser

Iinewidth at a bit rate of 10 Gbit/s. The penalty suffered by the system due to

dispersion and phase noise is then determined at a bit error rate (BER) of 10.9 For

a specified power penalty of I dB, the maximum allowable fibre lengths are then

determined for different values of the fibre dispersion coefficient and normalized

laser linewidth.
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CHAPTER-l

INTRODlICTION

I. I Communication System:

With the advent of telecommunication technology human civilization had a great

leap in its development. Till today this technology has got enormous

achievements. Telecommunication requires transmission of information from one

place to another. Basic concept behind telecommunication technology is that

information is first converted to electrical signal which after transferring to another

place is again reconverted back to information. Transmission of this information

signal to a distant place is done by uSlllg electromagnetic wave. For this

transmission, information signal IS superimposed (modulated) on an

electromagnetic wave called carrier. This modulated carrier is then transmitted to

the destination, where information is recovered (demodulated) from the calTier.

The calTier electromagnetic waves are designated hy its location in the ffequency

spectrum. Fig. 1.1 shows the frequency bands of radio ffequency (R F) part of the

electromagnetic spectmm.
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Band

") "

name VLF LF MF HF VHF UHF SHF EHF

Band 4 5 6 7 X 9 HI II 12
number
Frequency

3 Mhz ' Ghz 13 hz 31 khz 30 k11z 30 Mhz 31()Mhz ) Ghz .1)()Ghz 3 Thz

Fig. I. I Frequency bands of radio frequency

The electromagnetic wave can be transmitted either through guided channel such

as wire or wave guide or through unguided atmosphere or free space. When

information is modulated on the carrier it occupies certain band of ti'equency

around the carrier called transmission bandwidth. Amount of information

transmitted per unit time is called information rate. Transmission bandwidth is

directly proportional to the information rate and on the other hand available

transmission bandwidth increases with the increase of carrier frequency. With the

development of telecommunication technology demand for higher and higher

information rate was felt and hence the higher bands were called tor.

When it was very difficult to meet the /:,'Towll1gdemand by RF spectra,

development of technology made it possible to utilize another spectra called

optical spectra and thus a wide window tor intormation transmission channel was

open to mankind. Fig. 1.2 shows the position of this spectra in the electromagnetic

spectra Optical communication system utilizes the .infra red portion of the optical

spectra.
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Fig. 1.2 Different spectrum in the ectromagnetic spectrum

1.2 Brief Review of Optical Fibre Communication System:

The invention of LASER in 1960 made the optical fibre communication possible.

During the last thirty years enormous developments have been done in this field.

The period 1965-75 was devoted to the development of graded index fibre system

which utilized wavelengths of 850-900 nm and achieved infimnation rates in the

range of 8-140 Mbit/s. Then in 1978, research started fof single mode fibre

technology and it led to the establishment of 1300 nm range single mode fIbre

system. Present trend is towards 1500 nm range fibre for long haul system.

Optical fibre communication system has the following advantages by virtue of its

characteristics:

3
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I. Low losses: It enables reducing number of repeaters.

2. High bandwidth: Low cost per channel is achieved.

). Small bulk: Requires less space.

4. Low weight: Lightened the cable.

5. Flexibility: Easy to install.

6. Resistant to radiation: Less costly protection is required.

7. Immunity to radio interference: Increased reliability.

8. Difficult to intercept: Security is ensured.

9. No conductor: Adequate electrical insulation is assured.

Due to these and other features led today to have around 50 million kilometers of

optical fibre installed world wider I].

The generalized block diagram of an optical communication system is shown in

fIg. I.). The main components are:

I . The optical source

2. A means to modulate the optical carner from the source with the

information signal to be transmitted.

4
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3. The transmission medium.

4. The photo detector which converts the received optical power to electrical

wave form.

5. A means to demodulate the electrica I wave form and recover the

information signal.

Input
Signal

Modulator

Optical
Source

Optical fibre

Optical
etector . clIlodulat

TRANSMITTER RECEIVER

Fig. 1.3 Generalized block dia/:,lfamof an optical communication system

The two conventional sources used III fibre optics are LEDs and Laser diodes

(LDs). The advantages of LED are (i) low sensitivity to retroretlection (ii) no

interference problem (iii) low sensitivity to temperature (iv) high reliability (v)

simple electronic excitation and (vi) low cost. But main disadvantages are (i) low

coupling efficiency between an LED and a fibre (ii) low modulation bandwidth,

typically limited to 100-200 Mhz (iii) wide spectrum, around 50 nm[2].

5
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The advantages of LD are (i) high conversion gam I.e. with small bias current

relatively high power output (ii) low numerical aperture, as a result coupling

efficiency high (iii) high modulation bandwidth (Ghz) (iv) narrow spectrum. Main

disadvantages of LD are (i) high sensitivity to temperature (ii) produce

supplementary to return reflected power (iii) less reliable (iv) more costly[2].

In Summary, for short links « 10 km) LED is suitable, but for medium aud long

links LD is suitable[2).

Two types of detectors are frequently used in optical fibre communication system:

(i) PIN photo diode and (ii) avalanche photo diode (APD). For short links GE PIN

is used. For medium links GE lIllY PIN or GE APD are used and f()r long links

lillY APD is used[2].

After optical signal has been launched into fIbre, it becomes progressively

attenuated and distorted with increasing distance because of scattering, absorption,

dispersion in the fibre. At the receiver the attenuated and distorted optical power is

detected by a photo diode. Principle fIgure of merit for a fIbre is the attenuation

and distortion as less as possible and that for a receiver is the minimum optical

power necessary at the desired data rate to attain either a given error probability

f(lr a digital system or a specified signal to noise ratio for an analog system.
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In light wave communication system, broadly categorizing, two important

detection strategies are normally employed: (i) direct detection and (ii) coherent

detection. In direct detection, the intensity of the received optical field is directly

convel1ed to a current by a photo detector. Whereas in coherent detection, the

received optical field is combined with the light output from a local oscillator (LO)

laser and the mixed optical field is converted to an intermediate frequency (IF)

signal by heterodyning or directly to base band by homodyning. The tlrst optical

communication system employed intensity modulation direct detection (IMIDO)

technique and in spite of a lot of research, this scheme is still very popular for

commercial application due to its low cost and simplicity. However, direct

detection technique has limitation of data rate for application in power limited free

space optical channels due to relatively low optical power output of semiconductor

laser diode (LD). To increase the data rate throughput of all semiconductor free

space optical chimnels, extensive research for bandwidth, power efficient coding

and modulation schemes were carried out in the last decade. Direct detection

optical communication systems are very promising for filture deep space

applications, inter satellite links and terrestrial line of sight communications(3 J-

[7J.

Coherent optical transmission systems usmg heterodyne or homodyne are

attractive due to their improved receiver sensitivity compared to conventional

IMIDO systems and its enhanced frequency selectivity on optical frequency

7



division multiplexing (OFDM) system. In coherent optical communication system,

information can be impressed on the optical carrier in one of the three ways: (i)

phase shift keying (PSK) (ii) frequency shift keying (FSK) or (iii) amplitude shin

keying (ASK). Depending on the specific application various modulation and

demodulation formats similar to those of traditional radio frequency

communication are also employed in coherent light wave transmission. These

include: binary PSK (BPSK), quadrature PSK (QPSK), orthogonal QPSK

(OQPSK), continuous phase FSK (CPFSK), discontinuous phase FSK (DPFSK),

binary pulse position modulation (BPPM) etc. Each of the modulation schemes

viz. ASK, FSK, DPFSK etc. and combinations thereof, with homodyne,

heterodyne or diversity receivers has its own merits and demerits and non has

emerged as absolutely preferable. However, FSK systems are more promising than

ASK or PSK due to several reasons. First, modulation can be easily performed

using direct modulation of laser diode (LD) through its injection current[8]-[ I0].

FSK is flexible enough to allow generation of either compact spectra, which is

advantageous in multi channel OFDM or two lobe spectra which allows for

receiver envelop detection by properly selecting the modulation index. Further, a

laser FM transmitter and a receiver front-end can easily be converted to encompass

subcarrier modulation scheme, such as MSK-FM for instance and subcarrier

muItiplexing[ 8].

8



The enormous bandwidth of the optical fibre can be utilized when hundreds of

channels can be multiplexed over a single fibre. Optical frequency division

multiplexing (OFDM) networks have an ultra large transmission capacity

potential[ll]. To increase the number of multiplexed channel the signals should be

spaced densely. A sharp cut-off filter and a modulation scheme with a compact

spectrum are necessary to construct densely spaced multiplexing systems utilizing

a direct detection scheme. A periodic filter that consists of an anti-symmetric

Mach-Zender Interferometer (MZI) is promising because it can multiplex!

demultiplex optical carrier with channel spacing in the order of giga hertz. An FSK

scheme has a compact spectrum. A tunable Febry-Perot filter (FPF) that functions

as a channel selective filter is useful for frequency division multiplexed FSK

signals and acts as an optical frequency discriminator (OFD). However, a MZI

that can act both as modulator/ demodulator is more promising as it is :; dB more

power efficient compared to FPF. The periodic filter which consists of anti-

symmetric MZI, also functions as a channel selective filter and OFD[ 12]. When it

is used as an OFD, 'mark' and 'space' are differentially detected with two outputs

ti'om OFD. Recently an experiment employing 10 Gbit!s modulation using a III-IV

semiconductor MZI has been rep0l1ed[n].
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1.3 Present Status and Future Prospects of Optical Fibre Communication in

Bangladesh

1.3.1 Present Status

Bangladesh Railway is the pIOneer m introducing optical tibre communication

system 111 Bangladesh. NORAD aided project implemented hy GEC

Telecommunication Ltd. commenced in the year 1987 and its Dhaka-Chittagong link

was commissioned on January 10, 1989. Total length of the link is about 1450 km,

which covers almost the whole railway link (fig. 1.4). Maximum repeater distance is

68 km and minimum is 8 km. Laser sources used are mainly Laser diodes (LOs), but

for shorter distances LEOs are used. Fibre used is mono-mode and transmission

wavelength is 1310 nm. Speed of transmission is 8 Mb/s. Depending on requirement

no. of channels transmitted is 30, 60 or 120.

Bangladesh T & T Board (BTTB) introduced it's first optical tibre communication

system in the year 1989-90. It came along with the tirst digital exchanges installed in

Dhaka city. These links connected the telephone exchanges (mainly digital) of the

city (tig. 1.5). Transmission speed is 140 Mb/s. The system was implemented by

NEe, Japan.
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BTTB then had Fujitsu system with it's Dhaka-Khulna digital microwave project. It

has two links, Moghbazar-Ramna link is 140 Mb/s (fig. 1.5) and Jessore-Rajarhat

link is 34 Mb/s (fig. 1.6).

BTTB then had it's Chittagong 30,000 telephone project which introduced optical

fibre links connecting it's exchanges at Chittagong (fig. 1.7). Transmission speed is

140 Mb/s. The system was implemented by Alcatel, France.

With the installation of satellite earth station and intemational switching centre at

Mohakhali at the end of 1994, BTTB had one optical fibre link (4.5 km) between

Mohakhali and Moghbazar (fig. 1.5). Transmission speed is 140 Mb/s and was

implemented by NEC, Japan.

Then BTTB had it's biggest 1,50,000 telephone project which is nearly completed. It

included optical fibre links in Dhaka (fig. 1.8), Khulna, Rajshahi and Sylhet (fig.

1.6). Transmission speeds are 34 Mb/s, 140 Mb/s and 560 Mb/s. This project is being

implemented by Alcatel, France.

All the systems of BTTB used LDs as Laser sources and APDs as detectors. Each of

the system uses IMIDO and transmission wavelength is 1310 nm. Fibres used are

mono-mode fibres.

13
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Bangladesh Railway has only one pair of fibre with no standby or spare tibres

installed, whereas BTTB's system has 8 to 12 tibres in every link and one pair is

always hot-standby and in most cases there are spare tibres also.

1.3.2 Future Prospect

In the near future, Bangladesh Railway is going to upgrade it's transmission speed

li.om 8 Mb/s to 140 Mb/s. Channels increased by this up-gradation will be offered to

telephone companies either public (BTTB) or private.

BTTB has its back-bone micro-wave link (fig. 1.9) connecting it's main cities and

most of these links are now digital micro-wave links. BTTB is now preparing for a

network (fig. 1.10) complementary to existing links and thus turning almost it's

whole network into digital. It is expected that main parts of this network will be

optical tibre. It will extend it's link up to Cox's Bazar, so that it can be connected to

international fibre link, though it has not yet finalised any such connection.

In Bangladesh telecommunication sector is now open for private investment and on

the other hand all sort of telecommunication services including cable TV and

computer networks LANjWAN are becoming popular. Private telephone operators

are planning to have their own optical fibre telecommunication networks. Computer

17
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networks were earlier copper networks, now optical fibre networks are also

becoming popular. So, it is expected that optical fibre will soon play an imp0l1ant

role in solving future requirements and bring the world to the hands of the citizens of

Bangladesh.

1.4 Limitations of Optical Fibre Communication:

There exists a rich collection of non-linear optical effects in fused silica fibres,

each of which manifests itself in a unique way[14]-[16]. Stimulated Raman

Scattering, an interaction between light and vibrations of silica molecules, causes

attenuation of short-wavelength channels in wavelength-multiplexed systems.

Stimulated Brillouin Scattering, an interaction between light and sound waves in

the fibre, causes frequency conversion and reversal of the propagation direction of

light[ 16]. Cross-phase modulation is an interaction, via the non-linear refractive

index, between the intensity of one light wave and the optical phase of other light

waves. Four-photon mixing or Four wave mixing is analogous to third order

intermodulation distortion whereby two or more optical waves at different wave

lengths mix to produce new waves at other wave lenb'ths[14]. Optical non-linear

effects, such as Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS)[ 16] and Four Wave Mixing

(FWM)[ 17] processes are likely to impose severe restrictions on transmitter power

20



in frequency division multiplexing (FDM) systems employing narrow linewidth

single frequency lasers[17]-[ 19].

Some other limitations of optical fibre communications are fibre chromatic

dispersion, laser phase nOIse, relative intensity noise etc. The vanous colors

contained in an optical impulse travel at different speeds causing widening of the

impulses at the end of the fibre[20],[21]. Thus, widening of the impulse depends

on the spectral width of the source. This effect is known as chromatic dispersion.

If the bit rate increases i.e. if time slot T decreases the impulses will overlap and

can no longer be distinguished from each other, thus limiting the transmittable bit

rate. The expression of propagation time dispersion shows that this is proportional

to fibre length. Consequently, the bit rate limit with a given fibre against its length

will be known as the bandwidth and is expressed in Hz-Km. Chromatic dispersion

results in limiting of the fibre transmission capability, due to variation in

propagation time as a function of the wavelength. So, limitation due to this

phenomenon is obviated by using a narrower spectrum laser like DFB laser.

1.5 Review of Previous Works :

There is increasing interest in optical fibre transmission systems which operate at

10 Gbit/s to meet future demand for higher transmission capacity ill exchange

21
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networks. A key problem for high speed (>5Gbit/s) light wave systems at 1550 nm

wave lenb>th is high chromatic dispersion of conventional single-mode fIbres

which are optimized for transmission at 1310 nm[20],[21]. A lot of works have

been reported on optical FSK systems or on fibre chromatic dispersions or on

optical phase noise etc.

The detection performance of a coherent light wave transmission link can be

sharply degraded by laser phase noise. This problem has been the focus of many

recent studies, a representative sampling of which is given by[22]-[28]. The

modulation schemes considered in these papers treat are phase shift keying (PS K),

amplitude shift keying (ASK) and frequency shift keying (FSK). A study

performed with on-off keying (OaK), which is equivalent to binary ASK and

binary FSK, wherein the frequency shift keying is large and a dual filter detection

was used[29]. A conceptional design was done on optical frequency division

multiplexing distribution systems with optical tunable fIlters, investigating

periodic fIlters for frequency division multiplexers and frequency selection

switches (FS-SW) and the optical source as well as single-mode fibre polarization

mode dispersion[30]. A 100 channel optical FDM transmission/ distribution

experiment at 622 Mbit/s is demonstrated for a fibre lenb>thof 50 km, verifying the

feasibility of a polarization insensitive wave guide frequency selection switch for

10 Ghz intervals and an FSK/ direct detection scheme employing a Mach-Zender

filter[31]. Experimental results for coherent digital subcarrier multiplexed (SCM)
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light wave system with a total of 20 frequency shift keyed (FSK) channels at 100

Mbit/s each were demonstrated[32]. Pert(mnance of coherent optical CPFSK-DD

(differential detection) with intersymbol interference, noise correlation and phase

noise was studied[33]. Study of soliton propagation at 10 Gbit/s in standard fibre

systems at 1550 nm showed that using 36 km amplifier spacing and 30 ps solitons

up to 200 km propagation is possible. In order to extend this distance and increase

the range of usable pulse widths, the use of dispersion compensating fibre, as part

of each amplifier, was established[ I].

An experimental study for comparison of performance of 10 Gbit/s ASK, FSK and

DPSK light wave systems which operate near 1550 nm with directly modulated

DFB laser transmitters and conventional 1310 nm dispersion optimized fibre was

reported[20]. A study showing that narrow spectral width is desired to minimize

the intersymbol interference due to fibre chromatic dispersion was reported[34].

Chromatic dispersion limitations for FSK and DPSK system using narrow line

width lasers and direct detection receivers are found to depend strongly on the

receiver configuration. In the previous studies the system penalty was determined

from eye-patterns[2I]. A simplified dispersion limit formula for IM/DD systems

and its comparison with experimental results were done[35]. Effects of fibre

chromatic dispersion on optical FSK and DPSK transmission system using eye

closure pattern was done[36]. But so far no theoretical analysis was reported on

direct detection optical FSK considering the fibre chromatic dispersion.
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1.6 Objective of The Study:

A novel theoretical analysis of direct detection optical FSK system in the presence of

fibre chromatic dispersion is to be developed taking into consideration the etlect of

laser phase noise and receiver noise. The moments and the probability density

function of the random phase fluctuation due to the combined effect of group

velocity dispersion and phase noise are to be detennined. The single mode fibre will

be modeled as a band pass filter with flat amplitude response and linear group-delay

over the optical bandwidth of the modulated optical signal[2I]. Using the noise

statistics the signal to noise ratio and the bit error rate performance ofthe receiver are

to be computed for different dispersion factor and laser line width at a bit rate of 10

Gbit/s. The penalty suffered by the system due to dispersion and phase noise will

then be determined at a bit error rate 10-9

1.7 Brief Introduction to This Thesis:

Chapter -I presents a brief introduction to communication system with special

emphasis on optical communication and a review of the research works currently

going on in the related field.
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Chapter -2 presents perfonnance analysis of optical FSK with Mach-Zender

Interferometer. It includes the MZI based receiver model, theoretical analysis of

optical direct detection FSK receiver, receiver output signal and BER expression.

Chapter -3 presents the results and discussions and comments on further works in

this topic.

Chapter -4 presents conclusions and suggestions for future works.
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CHAPTER-2

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF OPTICAL FSK WITH

MACH-ZENDER INTERFEROMETER

2.1 Introduction:

Direct Detection optical FSK systems are very promising for hlture multi-channel

optical networks due to the direct frequency modulation capability of semiconductor

lasers and low cost in comparison to coherent receivers. There is an increasing

interest in optical fibre transmission systems which operate at 10 Gbitls to meet

hlture demand for higher transmission capacity in the exchange networks. A key

problem for 10 Gb/s light wave transmission is the high chromatic dispersion for

conventional single-mode fibres which are optimized for transmission at 1310 nm.

When distributed feedback lasers are frequency modulated for direct detection

systems, they are normally driven with currents that swing from near threshold to

well above threshold producing significant wavelenb'!h chirp as well as intensity

modulation. The resulting broad optical spectral width causes severe system

deb'Tadation when fibre dispersion is present. Nearly all of the presently deployed

fibres are optimized for 1310 nm operation and have a high dispersion of about 15

ps/nm.km in the low-loss window near 1550 nm. Although several experimental

demonstrations and computer simulation are reported[20],[21], no theoretical
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analysis taking into account the effect of fibre chromatic dispersion on optical FSK

systems is available.

In this chapter, we provide the theoretical analysis of direct detection optical FSK

receiver with Mach-Zender interferometer (MZI) as an optical frequency

discriminator (OFD) considering the effects of laser phase noise and receiver

noise. This chapter begins with an introduction of the receiver model which is

followed by a brief description of the OFD, the Mach-Zender interferometer. Then

single-mode fibre is modeled as a band-pass filter with flat amplitude response and

linear group delay over the optical band width of the modulated optical signal[21].

The statistics of the phase fluctuations due to chromatic dispersion in the presence

of laser phase noise are determined analytically and the expression for the bit error

probability of the FSK receiver is developed.

2.2 The Receiver Model:

2.2.1 Mach-Zender Interferometer (MZI):

The block diagram of the FSK direct detection receiver with MZI considered for

analysis is shown in fig. 2.1. The MZI acts as an optical filter and differentially

detects the 'mark' and 'space' ofreceived FSK signal which are then directly fed

toa pair of photodetectors. The difference of the two photo currents are applied to

the amplifier which is followed by an equalizer. The equalizer is required to
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equalize the pulse shape distortion caused by the photo detector capacitance and

due to the input resistance and capacitance of amplifier. After passing through the

base band filter, the signal is detected at the decision circuit by comparing it with a

threshold of zero value.

MZl has two input ports, two output ports, two 3 dB couplers and two wave guide

arms with length difference~L. A thin film heater is placed in one of the arms to

act as a phase shifter, because light path length of heated wave guide arm changes

due to the change of refractive index. The phase shifter is used for precise

frequency tuning. Frequency spacing of the peak to bottom transmittance of the

OFD is set equal to the peak frequency deviation 2M of the FSK signal.

Consequently the 'mark' and the 'space' appear at the two output ports of the

OFD. These outputs are differentially detected by the photo detectors with

balanced configuration.

2.2.2 MZI Characteristics:

If E(t) represents the signal input to the MZI, then the signals received at the

output ports can be expressed as(21],[3 7]

(2.\ )
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and

(2.2)

where II and 12 are the length of two arms of MZI and k is the wave number which

can be expressed as

w 2n 2nfl'J,ff
k=-=-~--

v A C

(2.3)

l'Jdl',f and c are the effective refractive index ofthe wave guide, frequency of

optical input signal and velocity of light in vacuum, respectively.

The transmittance of arm II of MZI

and that of ann I of MZI is

(2.4 )

. (2.5)

where, e is the phase factor related to the arm path difference & = 12- II and can

be expressed as '.

k"'L nfl'J,n."'L8=-~-~-
2 C

Normally t-.L is chosen as

C
"'L=--

4l'Jdl'M
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Therefore,

"fe~-
4M

Then we get

. 2( ref )
Til (f) ~ Sll1 -.-

4M

and

2( ref )TI(f)~cos -
4M

(2.9)

(210)

(2.8)

The outputs of the MZI are therefore anti-symmetric and are shown in fig. 2.2

For an MZI used as an OFD, Mis so chosen that(21],(37], M~~, t~is the
2n + I

carrier frequency of the FSK signal and n is an integer. The 'mark' and 'space' of

FSK signals are represented by f, and f2 respectively where f, =fc +L'1fand f2=fc-

Therefore, when 'mark' (f, ) is transmitted

Similarly, for transmission of 'space'

Thus, two different signals f, and f2 can be extracted from two output ports of

MZI.
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The MZI is used in our analysis only as an OFO as our analysis is based on single

channel operation. The complete potential of an MZI can be extracted when a

multiplexer/ demultiplexer or a frequency selection switch for a multi channel

WOMi FOM system is fabricated utilizing the periodicity of the transmittance

versus frequency characteristic of an MZI[2 I ],[37].

2.3 Theoretical Analysis of Optical Direct Detection FSK :

2.3.1 The Optical Signal:

The optical FSK signal input to the fibre is given by

x,(/) = ~2f~ exp[j{2iif) + ~(t)}] (2.11 )

where ~(t) = ~,(t) + ~n(t) and Ie is the optical carrier frequency ,I~is the optical

signal power, ~,(t)is the angle modulation and ~n(t) is the phase noise of the

transmitting laser.

The single-mode fibre transfer function due to chromatic dispersion[38] is .

(2.12)

where a = 7rD(:1.)L i ;D(:1.) is the fibre chromatic dispersion, :1. is the optical
c

wavelength, c is the speed of light and L is the length of fibre.
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The optical signal at the output of fibre can be obtained as

XCI (I) = h(r )x,(t - r )dr

"

Output phase is the given by,

"'
1m{log f h( r)e- j2,g;'eN(r-')dr}

"
'0

= Im{logfh(r)ej,(r-'ldr} + Imlog e-}2'f!,'

"
= B(t) + p"

where[38] considering small values of ~(t) < I radian

00 <f) 1
B(t) = Re{fh(r)~(t-r)dr}+ L --;Im(in.u

o n=2 n.

=B,(I) +Bn(t)

and the coefficients £, upto n=7 are given by [38]
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nw

with Fn = f h(T)[~(! - T)-~(!)ldT
o

Here, OJ!) represents the linear filtering terms and 0n(!} represents the non-linear

filtering terms consisting of the cross-term and the inter-modulation term.

The output of fibre can be written as (from equation 2.13)

x,,(t) = ~2P,..ej(/(I)+j2nj~1

(2.16)

IfW$(f) denotes the power spectral density of <jJ(t),then psd of the linear signal

component of output phase is

- .

The psd of non-linear signal :component is

(217)

(2.18)

where w,;: (f) and w: (f) represent the psd of the cross-power components

and inter-modulation components and are given by [see Appendix ~

-00
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where

S, ell = 2Cos(a a) - Costa b) - Costa c) - Costa d) +Costa e)

S, (f) = 2Sill(a a) + Sill(a b) +Sin(a c) + Sill(a d) - Sin(a e)

with

(/ = 2 p' +20-' +(2 - 2fp + 2po-- 2fo-

h = f' + 2 p 2 + 20-' - 2fp + 4 po- - 2fo-

C=f' +2p' -2fp

d = .f' + 20-' - 2fo-

f' ,e:::::. -

The final form of IS(f)I' is formed to be

Isu>!, = 8 - 4Cosa(a +h) - 4Cosa(a + c) - 4Cosa(a +d)+4Cosa(a - e) + 2Co.\'a(h - d)

-2Cosa(h + e) + 2Cosa(h - c) + 2Cosa (c - d) - 2Cosa (c + e) - 2Co.\'a(d + e)

Since IHut = 1.0 i.e. the chromatic dispersion transfer function has flat

amplitude,

therefore, WH,U) = w.U)

36
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We can rewrite Ss(t) as

B,(t) = Re[l h(t).I/J(t- r)dr]

= Reli h( r){I/JJt - r) + I/Jn(t- r) }dr]

The fibre output can now be rewritten as

(2.22)

(2.23)

The chromatic-dispersion thus produces an additional phase-noise Sn(t) at the

output of the fibre without affecting the signal amplitude.

Variance of Stet) is

2 2 2a = ern +0",,_
" UPN

where CT~" = J[ Jt;1" cnjd[
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2.3.2 Receiver Output Signal:

For a 'mark' transmission; the current at the photo detector output is

where,

M.: (I) = e; (I) - e: (I - r)

M, (I) = e,(I) - e, (t - r)

and

the psd of t>e;w (t) and t>en(t) are given by

w,"," (f) = w,., (f).IH(f)I'

The psd of that phase noise fl.e,(t) is

Since,

~,(I) = 2n t>f rI(t)dt
n

(2.26 )

(227)

(2.28)

(2.29)

and 1(1) =La,p(l - kT); ak =:t for NRZ data and pet) is the elementary pulse

shape.
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Therefore,

B; (I) can be expressed as

B,(I) = h(l) 09,p,(I)

,
= 2m'V f 1(I) 09h(l)dl

n

,
= 2rrl1( f L a, p(t - kT) 09 h(l)dl

n k

= 2m'>l JLa,g(t - k7)d1
n k

(2.30)

where, g(t) = p(t) 09 h(l)

Thus chromatic dispersion produces distortion of the optical pulse shape.

Therefore, M;(t) = B;(I)-B;(I-r)

= 2rrl1( JLa,g(l - k7)d1

Thus, output of the balanced photodetector is

(231 )

(2.32)

For a 'mark' transmission (ao = +1), the current at any sampling instant can be

I l
expressed as im(t) = RdP,Co.pTif,r + ~ - ~ + 2rrl1(r .q(l) + 2rrl1(r '[;,a,q(t - kl") + t'1B,(t)J

39
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where, r = ~fna1/dm= 24fT and get) is defined as

q(t) = ~ 1g(f)df
r I-r

Denoting the phase noise due to chromatic dispersion by ~ecd(t) as

= iJ..d + ~ La,q(f - kT)
b'-o

where e:" = -~ + ~ q(f)

The output current im(t) can be expressed as

2.3.3 Bit Error Rate Expression:

Under ideal CPFSK demodulation condition

(OJ = (21/+ J) ~ and n is an integer

and 2rrfr = ~ for NRZ data, then

where x(t) = CO.l[ MI(t)]
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= 8"d + MI' (I)

M (I) = tr;i'LOkq(1 - kT) +M,(I)

Assuming ~8t as Gaussian with zero mean variance ri , the psd of ~8't is given

by[39]

(2.38)

,
where M2i =Y2r(k) and Y2r = 'L(;;)Y,/i -l)h,"-') and k is the actual number of

pO

interfering terms in the summation eqn. 2.35.

The psd of the balanced photo detector output is

where x(l) = Cos[ L'.8(1)]

Total noise power at the LPF output is

'"
u' = 9'~,= u; = HSpdU) + S,,,U) ]IHLPPU)12

d(

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

P(~8) is the psd of ~8 which can be obtained from P(~8)with mean value 8ed.
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CHAPTER-3

RESULTS AND DISCtJSSIONS

Following the theoretical analysis presented in chapter 2, the perfonnance results

for direct detection optical FSK system are evaluated at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s with

different sets of receiver and system parameters. The parameters of the single-mode

fibre used for numerical computations are: chromatic dispersion coefficient Dc =

0, 1,3,9, 15 for wavelength "A=1550 nm. Dispersion factor y is calculated as

J1? R;
y = R;, D(A)L- = a-, where Rb = bit rate and L= fibre length.Ire Ir

The bit error rate (HER) performance of direct detection FSK system is depicted in

fig.3.1 in presence of laser phase noise and receiver noise without considering the

effect of fiber chromatic dispersion. The BER is plotted as a function of the

received optical power Ps (dBm) and the receiver sensitivity is defined as the

optical power required to achieve a BER of 10-9. In this figure, results are given for

several values of the normalized laser linewidth (AvT) when the modulation index

m (=2MT)=0.8 and chromatic dispersion coefficient Dc:=O.O.The figure reveals that

the BER decreases with increase in the input power and when the value of

AvT=O.Othe receiver sensitivity is found to be -19.6 dBm. At increased value of

laser Iinewidth, the required amount of signal power is higher to achieve the same
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Fig. 3.1 The bil error rate (BER) performance of direct detcction oplical FSK
transmission system at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s wilhoul libre chromatic
dispersion (f)c'~O.O) and Illodulation indextn -0.8 filr several \'allies of
normalizcd laser lincwidth t.vT.
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BER. The additional signal power compared to the case of L'ivT=O.Omay be termed

as the power penalty at BER=1O-9 due to the effect of laser phase noise caused by

non-zero linewidth. Phase noise causes the spectmm of the FSK si/,'11alto be

broadened and for a given receiver bandwidth, the si/,'11alpower is less at the output

of the receiver bandpass filter. As a result more signal power is required to achieve

the same BER. The effect of phase noise is more at higher values of linewidth.

When the modulation index is increased to m= 1.0, the BER performance results are

plotted in fig. 3.2 for Dc=O.Owith L'ivTas a parameter. Compared to fig. 3.1 it

becomes evident that the power penalty suffered by the system due to non-zero

linewidth is slightly decreased when m is increased from 0.8 to 1.0. This is due to

the fact that as m increases the difference between the 'mark' and 'space'

frequencies in the FSK signal spectmm increases. As a consequence intersymbol

interference caused by laser phase noise is less at increased values of modulation

index m. The power penalty due to laser phase noise is further decreased as m is

increased to 1.2 as is evident from fig. 3.3.

In the presence of fibre chromatic dispersion, the BER performance of FSK direct

detection transmission system is shown in fig. 3.4 for fibre length L= 150 Km,

chromatic dispersion coefficient Dc= 1.0, dispersion factor y=0.038 and modulation

index m=0.8 with and without laser phase noise. Comparing this figure with fig. 3.1
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Fig. 3.4 The bit error rate (BER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
transmission system at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s with fibre chromatic
dispersion Dc=l.O psi Km.nm, fibre length L=150 Km. at an
wavelength of 1550 nm and modulation index 111'=0.8 for several
values of normalized laser linewidth ~vT.
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we notice that the performance of the system is degraded due to the effect of fibre

chromatic dispersion. At a given input power the BER is higher in the presence of

dispersion compared to the case when there is no dispersion. The receiver

sensitivity thus degrades and there is additional power penalty due to the effect of

dispersion. For example, the receiver sensitivity to achieve BER= I0") is -19.6 dBm

when there is no dispersion (Dc=O.O)whereas in the presence of dispersion with

D('=1.0, the receiver sensitivity is found to be -19.47 dBm when m=0.8 and

L'.vT=O.O.The sensitivity degradation is more pronounced in the presence of both

dispersion and laser phase noise. For L'.vT=0.005, the receiver sensitivity is -19.38

dBm when Dc=O.O(from fig.3.]) and it is found to be -18.78 dBm when Dc=1.0

(from fig. 3.4).

It is also noticed that the penalty due to combined effect of laser phase noise and

chromatic dispersion is higher at higher values ofnonnalized Iinewidth L'.vT.

When the dispersion coefficient Dc is increased to 3.0 with fibre length L=100 Km,

the results are shown in fig. 3.5 for dispersion factor y=O.076and m=0.8. Compared

to fig. 3.4 where y=0.038, it is evident that increased dispersion factor causes the

system perfonnance to be more degraded by around 0.15 dB at BER= 10'" when

L'.vT=0.005.
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Fig. 3.5 The bit error rate (BER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
transmission system at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s with fibre chromatic
dispersion Dc=3.0 psi Km.nm, fibre length L=IOO Km. at an
wavelength of 1550 nm and modulation index 111=0.8 for several
values of normalized laser linewidth t\vT.
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For the same value of modulation index and at higher value of dispersion factor

y=0.19, with Dc=15 and L=50 Km, the BER is plotted in fig. 3.6. Similar

conclusion are also revealed from this figure when compared to fig. 3.4 and fig. 3.5.

Similar plots are also shown in fig. 3.7 when y=0.46.

When the modulation index m is increased from 0.8 to 1.0, the receIver

performance results are given in fig. 3.8 through fig. 3.11 for different sets of values

of fibre span L and chromatic dispersion coefficient Dc and y=0.038, 0.076, 0.19

and 0.46. The effects of increased modulation index on the system perfonnance is

noticed when these curves are compared to fig. 3.4 through fig. 3.7. It becomes

clear that the BER increases with increase in the value of the modulation index m

for a given value of input power. As a consequence the system suffers more penalty

in sil:,'11alpower at increased modulation index. This may be due to the fact that the

FSK spectrum becomes broadened at higher modulation index and the effect of

dispersion is more prominent at increased bandwidth of the signal spectrum. When

the intennodulation index is further increased to m= 1.2 the perfonnance results are

shown in fig. 3.12 through fig. 3.15 for y=0.038, 0.076, 0.19, 0.46 corresponding to

different values of Dc and fibre span L (Km). Comparing these curves with fig. 3.8

through fig. 3.11 we see that there is much higher degradation in the receiver

perfonnance due to increased value afm and increased y.
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Fig. 3.6 The bit error rate (BER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
transmission system at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s with fibre chromatic
dispersion Dc=15.0 psi Km.nm, fibre length L=SO Km, at an
wavelength of 1550 nm and modulation index m"'"O.8 for several
values of normalized laser linewidth twT.
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Fig. 3.7 The bit error rate (BER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
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wavelength of 1550 nm and modulation index rn.=0.8 for several
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Fig. 3.8 The bit error rate (BER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
transmission system at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s with fibre chromatic
dispersion Dc=l.O psi Km.nm, fibre length L=150 Km, at an
wavelength of 1550 nm and modulation index 111=1.0 !I.)f several
values of normalized laser linewidth ~vT.
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Fig. 3.9 The bit error rate (BER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
transmission system at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s with tibre chromatic
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Fig. :U 0 The bit error rate (BER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
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Fig. 3.11 The bit error rate (BER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
transmission system at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s with fibre chromatic
dispersion Dc=9.0 psi Km.nm, fibre length L=200 Km, at an
wavelength of 1550 nm and modulation index m=l.O for several
values of normalized laser linewidth ~vT.
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Fig. 3.12 The bit error rate (BER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
transmission system at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s with fibre chromatic
dispersion Dc=I.O psi Km.nm, fibre length L=150 Km, at an
wavelength of 1550 nm and modulation index m=I.2 for several
values of normalized laser linewidth twT.
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Fig. 3.13 The bit error rate (BER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
transmission system at a bit rate of 10 Obis with fibre chromatic
dispersion Dc=3.0 psi Km.nm, fibre length L=IOO Km, at an
wavelength of 1550 nm and modulation index m=1.2 for several
values of normalized laser Iinewidth lwT.
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Fig.3.14 The bit error rate (BER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
transmission system at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s with fibre chromatic
dispersion Dc=15.0 psi Km.nm, fibre length L=50 Km. at an
wavelength of 1550 nm and modulation index m=1.2 for several
values of normalized laser linewidth tl.vT.
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Fig. 3.15 The bit error rate (HER) performance of direct detection optical FSK
transmission system at a bit rate of 10 Obis with fibre chromatic
dispersion Dc=9.0 psi Km.nm, fibre length L=200 Kill, at an
wavelength of 1550 nm and modulation index m=1.2 for several
values of normalized laser linewidth ~vT.
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It is further noticed that at increased value of t.vT, there occurs bit error rate (BER)

floor at increased signal power, i.e. the BER does not decrease with increase in

Si6'l1al power. As seen from fig. 3.13, the BER floor occurs around 10-
12

corresponding to t.vT=O.OOI and around 4x I0-11 for t.vT=O.003. Also, the BER

floor goes upward for the same value of t.vT when y is increased from 0.076 to

0.46 as is evident by comparing fig. 3.13 , fig. 3.14 and fig. 3.15.

From fig. 3.14 it is further observed that BER floor occurs around 10-
11

and 10-
9

corresponding to t.vT=O.OOI and 0.005 respectively when m=1.2 and y=0.19.

When y is increased to 0.46 as shown in fig. 3.15 we see that the corresponding

BER floor occurs around 5xl0-1O and lO-R respectively. Thus the system suffers

BER floor at larger values of the chromatic dispersion coefficient Dc andlor larger

fibre len6>th.

The penalty in signal power suffered by the system due to the combined effect of

laser phase noise and fibre chromatic dispersion are detennined from bit error rate

(BER) curves at BER=\0-9. The plots of power penalty versus chromatic dispersion

coefficient Dc (psi KIn.nm) are shown in fig. 3.16 and fig. 3.17 for modulation

index m=0.8 and fibre span L=150 Km and 200 Km respectively. The figure depicts

the variation of power penalty with Dc and it is revealed that for small values of the
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dispersion coefficient Dc the penalty increases almost linearly. At higher values of

dispersion coefficient penalty tends to increase more rapidly.

Further, it is also observed that for zero and smaller values of linewidth, the penalty

is below I dB. When the normalized linewidth ~vT ~ 0.004 and Dc> 8 psi Km.nm,

the penalty is more than 1 dB and further increases with increase in ~vT andl or

dispersion coefficient Dc. Comparing fig. 3.16 and fig. 3.17 we also found that for

the same modulation index and dispersion coefficient, the penalty is more for larger

fibre span. As seen from the figures, the penalty is approximately 1.7 dB (for

Dc=12 psi Km.nm and ~vT=0.005) corresponding fibre span L= 150 Km whereas

it increases to 2.1 dB when L is increased to 200 Km.

Similar plots of penalty versus dispersion coefficient Dc are also shown in fig. 3.18

& fig. 3.19 for higher m=1.0 and fig. 3.20 & fig. 3.21 for m=1.2. Comparing fig.

3.16 and fig. 3.18 we note that for same fibre span L (Km) and same values of Dc

and ~vT, the penalty is higher for higher values of modulation index. This may be

due to the fact that the effect of chromatic dispersion is higher at higher spectral

bandwidth of FSK signal at increased modulation index. For L=150 Km,

~vT=0.005, Dc=12 the penalty is 2.1 dB when m=0.8 (fig. 3.16) whereas the

penalty is approximately 4.0 dB when m is increased to 1.0 (fig. 3.18). There is
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further increase in the penalty when the modulation index is further increased (as

shown in fig. 3.19 and fig. 3.20).

To get more insight into the effect of dispersion on the system performance, the

penalty in signal power at BER= 10-9 is plotted as a function of the nonnalized

Iinewidth LwT in fig. 3.22, fig. 3.23 and fig. 3.24 for m= 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2

respectively with dispersion factor y as a parameter. In the absence of dispersion

(y=O.O) i.e. when only laser phase noise is present, the penalty is sib'llificantly less

« 0.25 dB for 6vT=0.005) compared to the case of non-zero value of y. When

6vT=0.0, the penalty suffered by the system is only due to chromatic dispersion and

for 6vT>0.0 and Dc>O.Othe penalty is due to combined effect of dispersion and

phase noise. For a given Iinewidth, the penalty increases with increase in the value

of dispersion factor y. For 1 dB penalty, the maximum allowable laser linewidth is

sib'l1iticantlyless at higher values of dispersion factor y. For example, from fig. 3.22

corresponding to m=0.8 we see that for penalty less than or equal to I dB, the

allowable laser linewidth is sufficiently large (>0.005/T) when y=O.O. When

y=0.076, the allowable laser linewidth is slightly higher than 0.005/T. When y is

tllrther increased to 0.46, the allowable laser Iinewidth is reduced to less than

O.004/T. Thus chromatic dispersion imposes restriction on the allowable laser

Iinewidth for a specified system penalty at a given BER.
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The allowable laser linewidth for I dB penalty is further reduced at increased

modulation index as is evident from fig. 3.23 and fig. 3.24 corresponding to m=I.O

and 1.2 respectively. When m=I.O and y=0.46, the allowable laser linewidth is

approximately less than 0.0012/T. At higher modulation index say m=I.2 (fIg.

3.24), the penalty is much more higher than I dB when 6vT=0.0 and y2:0.076.

The variation of power penalty with dispersion factor y is plotted in fig. 3.25, fig.

3.26 and fig. 3.27 for different values of normalized linewidth 6vT. It is observed

that the penalty increases with increasing values of dispersion factor y and

nonnalized linewidth 6vT. However, as mentioned before, the penalty is found to

be higher at higher values of modulation index. Further, we also notice that for a

given 6vT, at BER= 10-9 there is an upper limit on the dispersion factor y for power

penalty s; IdB. The upper limit or maximum allowable dispersion factor is less in

the presence of phase noise and is significantly less at higher linewidth values.

Corresponding to maximum allowable dispersion factor, we get an upper limit on

the maximum fibre length for a given value of dispersion coefficient Dc

corresponding to BER= I0-9 and penalty s; IdB. Further, the maximum allowable y

is also significantly less at higher modulation index as seen from fig. '3.26 and fig.

3.27 corresponding to m=I.O and 1.2 respectively. For example, the maximum

value ofy corresponding to I dB penalty at BER=IO-'J is 0.40 for 6vT=O.004 and
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m=0.8. When m=1.0, for the same value of ll.vT the maximum allowable value ofy

is found to be approximately 0.06 (fig. 3.26).

For I dB power penalty atBER=10-9, the allowable fibre length (Km) is plotted in

fig. 3.28 as a function of normalized Iinewidth ll.vT for chromatic dispersion

coefficient Dc= 1.0 and m=0.8, 1.0, 1.2. It is observed that the allowable fibre

length is more than 12,000 Km when ll.vT=O.Oand m=0.8. When m is increased to

1.0, the allowable fibre length reduces to around 2500 Km and is less than 500 Km

for m=1.2. Further, the allowable fibre length exponentially decreases with

increasing Iinewidth.

Similar plots are shown in fig. 3.29 and fig. 3.30 corresponding to De=3.0 and

De= 15.0 respectively. Comparison of these curves reveal that there is considerable

reduction in the allowable fibre length at higher values of chromatic dispersion

coefficient Dc. For m=0.8, the allowable fibre lengths are approximately 4000 Km

and 800 Km for Dc=3.0 and De=15.0 respectively in the absence of laser noise.

When the laser Iinewidth is 0.2 percent of bit rate, the corresponding values are,

significantly less, viz. 1100 Km and 220 Km respectively.
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CHAPTER - 4

CONCLUSIONS AND StJGGESTIONS FOR FUTIJRE WORKS

4.1 Conclusions:

A theoretical analysis is provided for optical FSK transmission system with direct

detection receiver using Mach-Zender Interferometer (MZI) as an optical frequency

discriminator. The analysis is carried out to evaluate the combined influence of fibre

chromatic dispersion and laser phase noise on the system perfonnance. The

probability density function of the random phase fluctuation due to the effect of

fibre chromatic dispersion is detennined from its moments and the expression for

bit error probability is developed ..

Following the theoretical analysis the bit error rate perfollllance results are

evaluated at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s with single mode fibre at an wavelenbrth of 1550

nm for different sets of values of chroinatic dispersion coefficient, modulation

index, laser linewidth etc.

The results show that in the absence of laser phase noise, the pertonnance of direct

detection optical FSK system is highly degraded due to the effect of fibre

dispersion. For small values of dispersion coefficient Dc and dispersion factor y, the
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system suffers penalty in signal power at a specified BER of 10'<)compared to the

case of no dispersion. In the presence of laser phase noise, the system perfonnance

is more degraded and the penalty is higher. For example, in the absence of laser

phase noise (~vT=O.O) the penalty suffered by the system at BER= I0'<) is

approximately 0.13 dB for Dc= 1.0, fibre span L= 150 Km and modulation index

m=0.8. In presence of phase noise, when ~vT=0.005, the above penalty is found to

be 0.82 dB. It is further noticed that the penalty is higher for higher values of the

modulation index m. For L=150 Km, ~vT=0.005, Dc=12 the penalty is 2.1 dB

when m=0.8 whereas the penalty is approximately 4.0 dB when m is increased to

1.0. There is further increase in the penalty when the modulation index is further

increased. Further, it is also observed that for zero and smaller values of Iinewidth,

the penalty is below I dB. When the normalized linewidth ~vT ~ 0.004 and Dc > 8

psi Km.nm, the penalty is more than I dB and further increases with increase in

~vT and! or dispersion coefficient Dc and higher fibre length.

At increased value of normalized linewidth ~vT and dispersion coefficient Dc there

occurs bit error rate floor which can not be lowered by increasing the sih'11alpower.

For example, the BER floor occurs around 10.12 corresponding to ~vT=O.OO1 and

around 4x 10.11 for ~vT=0.003. Also, the BER floor goes upward for the same value

of ~vT when y is increased from 0.076 to 0.46.
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For I dB power penalty at BER=IO-9, the maximum allowable laser linewidth is

sil,,'nificantly less at higher values of dispersion factor y. For example, corresponding

to m=0.8 we observe that for penalty less than or equal to I dB, the allowable laser

linewidth is sufficiently large (>O.OOS/T)when y=O.O.When y=0.076, the allowable

laser linewidth is slightly higher than O.OOS/T.When y is further increased to 0.46,

the allowable laser linewidth is reduced to less than 0.004/T. Thus chromatic

dispersion imposes restriction on the laser specifications in tenns of allowable laser

linewidth for a specified system penalty at a given BER. The allowable laser

linewidth for 1 dB penalty is further reduced at increased modulation index. When

m= I.0 and y=O .46, the allowable laser linewidth is approximately less than

0.0012/T. At higher modulation index say m=I.2, the penalty is much more higher

than I dB when 6vT=O.0 and y;::0.076.

Further, we also notice that for a given 6vT, at BER=10-9 there is an upper limit on

the dispersion factor y for power penalty ~ IdB. The upper limit or maximum

allowable dispersion factor is less in the presence of phase noise and is signifIcantly

less at higher linewidth values. Corresponding to maximum allowable dispersion

factor, we get an upper limit on the maximum fibre length for a given value of

dispersion coefficient Dc corresponding to BER= 10-9 and penalty ~ IdB. Further,

the maximum allowable y is also significantly less at higher modulation index

corresponding to m= 1.0 and 1.2 respectively.
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It is further observed that the allowable fibre length corresponding to I dB penalty

at BER=10.9 is more than 12,000 Km when ~vT=O.O and m=0.8. When m is

increased to 1.0, the allowable fibre length reduces to around 2500 Km and is less

than 500 Km for m=1.2. The allowable fibre len!,'!hexponentially decreases with

increasing Iinewidth. Further, there is considerable reduction in the allowable tibre

length at higher values of chromatic dispersion coefficient Dc. For m=0.8, the

allowable fibre lengths are approximately 4000 Km and 800 Km for Dc=3.0 and

Dc= 15.0 respectively in the absence of laser noise. When the laser Iinewidth is 0.2

percent of bit rate, the corresponding values are significantly less, viz. 1100 Km and

220 Km respectively.

4.2 Suggestions for Future Works:

Further research related to this work can be carried out to investigate the influence

of fibre chromatic dispersion on optical heterodyne FSK system with delay-

demodulation as well as envelope detection receivers. The work can be extended to

optical intensity modulation (IM) and differential phase shift keying (DPSK)

transmission system with direct/ heterodyne detection receivers.

Further works can also be carried out to evaluate the impact of tibre dispersion on

the perfonnance of wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) optical FSK/ DPSK
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transmission systems. The maxImum number of wavelen!,rth channels, optimum

channel separation, maximum fibre span limited by the effect of fibre chromatic

dispersion at a bit rate of 10 Gb/s or higher are to be detennined. Further

investigations can also be initiated to analyze the perfonnance of optical FSK/

DPSK systems with fibre having nonuniform chromatic dispersion along the fibre

Further works of importance are to detennine dispersion compensation teclmiques

to reduce the power penalty due to fibre chromatic dispersion so as to increase the

repeaterless transmission distance in single/ multi channel transmission systems

with single-mode fibres.
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Appendix A EXPRESSIONS OF W;(f) AND W~(f)

ref) = e-joxf2

-00 -00

where

XCf)= 2fCf)fCcr)fCf - p- cr)- f(f - p- cr)f(p+ cr)

-fCp)f(f - p) - f(cr)f(f - cr)+ f(f)

A-I

."J'"
\n I



f( f) = e-j"f'

f( cr) = e-i"<r'

f( p).r( cr).r( f - p - cr)

f(f - p- cr)f(p+cr)

Therefore,

X(f) = 2f(f)f(cr)f(f - p- cr)- f(f - p- cr)f(p+ cr)

-f(p)f(f - p) - f(cr)f(f - cr)+ f(f)

where, a = 2p2 + 2~ + f2 - 2fp + 2pcr- 2fcr
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Therefore,

= [2Cos(aa) - Cos(ab) - Cos(ac) - Cos(ad) + Cos(ae)]2

+[2Sin(aa) + Sin(ab) + Sin(ac) + Sin(ad) - Sin(ae)f

= lX, (n12
+ IX2 (n12

Ix 1(012
= 4Cos2aa + Cos2ab + Cos2ac + Cos2ad + Cos2aa + Cos2ae

-4Cosaa. Cosab - 4Cosaa. Cosac - 4Cosaa. Cosad + 4Cosaa. Cosae

+2Cosab.Cosad - 2Cosab.Cosae + 2Cosab.Cosac

+2Cosac.Cosad - 2Cosac.Cosae - 2Cosad.Cosae

IX2 (ff = 4Sin2aa + Sin2ab + Sin2ac + Sin2ad + Sin2aa + Sin2ae

+4 sin aa.Sinab + 4sinaa.Sinac + 4 sinaa.Sinad + 4sinaa.Sinae

+2 sin ab.Sinad + 2 sin aboSinae + 2 sinab.Sinac

+2 sinac.Sinad + 2 sinac.Sinae + 2 sinad.Sinae

Therefore,

= 4(Sin2aa + Cos2aa) + (Sin2ab + Cos2ab) + (Sin2ac + Cos2ac)

+(Sin2ad + Cos2ad) + (Sin2ae + Cos2ae)

-4{Cosaa.Cosab - Sinaa.Sinabl- 4{Cosaa.Cosac - Sinaa.Sinacl

-4{Cosaa.Cosad - Sinaa.Sinadl + 4{Cosaa.Cosae + Sinaa.Sinael
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+2{Cosab.Cosad + Sinab.Sinad}- 2{Cosab.Cosac - Sinab.Sinacl

+2{Cosab.Cosac + Sinab.Sinacl + 2{Cosac.Cosad - Sinac.Sinadl

-2{Cosac.Cosae - Sinac.Sinae}- 2{Cosad.Cosae - Sinad.Sinae}

= 8 - 4Cosa(a + b) - 4Cosa(a+ c) - 4Cosa(a+ d) + 4Cosa(a - e)

-2Cosa(b - d) - 2Cosa(b+ e) + 2Cosa(b - c)

+2Cosa(c - d) - 2Cosa(c + e) - 2Cosa(d + c)
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Appendix B PROGRAM LISTING

l. PROGRAM TO FIND CROSS POWER COMPONENT

PROGRAMWFC
DOUBLE PRECISION Y(8193)
COMMON BR,FMX,Y,N
OPEN( IO,FILE='C:\ W ATFORIDOC\ WFCIN.DA T',ST ATUS='OLD')
OPEN(20,FILE='C:\ WATFORIDOC\ WFCOUT.DA T',ST ATUS='OLD')

C VALUES OF A,B,CD ARE NORMALIZED BY BR(BIT RATE)
BR=10.OE9
READ( 10,")A,B,NF,D
WRlTE(20.90)A,B'NF,D
FMX=B
IF(D.GT.B) FMX=D
N~2""13
CALL PSDFSKO
DELF=(B-A)/NF
F=A
DO III I=LNF
NFF=INT(F"NIFMX)+ I
FUNF=Y(NFF)
CALL INTGRL(F,O.O,D,VALINT)
W=2.0"FUNF"V ALINT"2.0
WRITE(20,91)F.W
F=F+DELF
PRINT",1

10 CONTINUE
90 FORMAT( 1X.'A=',F6,2,2X.'B=' .F6.2.2X.'N=',13,

+ 2X.'D='.F6.211IX.'FREQUENCY'.3X.'WF _C)
91 FORMAT(IX,F6.2.2X.EIO.3)

STOP
END

C
SUBROUTINE INTGRL(F,A,B.SY)
DEL Y= I .OE-3
IMAXY=13
SIIY=O.O
SY=O.O
BA=B-A
IF(BA) 20,19.20

19 IERYI~I
PRINT", 'IER Y 1=',1ERY I
STOP

20 IF(DEL Y)22.22,23
22 IERYI=2

PRINT". 'IERYI=',1ERYI
STOP

23 IF(lMAXY -I )24.24,25
24 IERYl=3

PRINT". 'IERYl=',IERYI
STOP

25 HX=BA/2.0+A
NHALFY=I
CALL FUN I(F,HX,FUNHX)
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SUMKY=FUNHX*BA *2.0/3.0
CALL FUNI(FAFUNA)
CALL FUN I(F.B.FUNB)
SY=SUMKY +(FUNA+FUNB)*BA/6.0
DO 28 IY=2JMAXY
SIIY~SY
SY=(SY -(SUMKY/2.0))12.0
NHALFY=NHALFY*2.0
ANHLFY=NHALFY
FRSTY~A+(BA/ ANHLFY)/2.0
CALL FUN I(F.FRSTY.FUNFTY)
SUMK Y=FUNFTY
YK=FRSTY
KLASTY=NHALFY -I
FINCY=BA/ ANHLFY
DO 2(, KY~LKLASTY
YK~YK+FINCY
CALL FUN I(F. YK.FUNYK)
SUMKY=SUMKY+FUNYK

26 CONTINUE
SUMKY=SUMKY*2.0*BA/(3.0* ANHLFY)
SY=SY+SUMKY
WRITE(*. *)'SY='.SY,' SII Y='.SII Y

27 IF(ABS(SY -S IIY)-ABS(DEL Y*SY))29.28.28
28 CONTINUE

IERYl=4
GO TO 30

29 IERYI=O
)0 CONTINUE

NOY=2*NHALFY
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE FUN I(F.R, YVAL)
DOUBLE PRECISION Y(8I 93).W
COMMON BR,FMX.Y.N
NR=INT(R*NIFMX)+1
W=Y(NR)
ALFA~ L89E-20
TEMP=2.0* ALF A*(F*F+F*R+R*R)*BR *BR
YVAL=W*(COS(TEMP)-I)
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE PSDFSKO
DOUBLE PRECISION Y(8193)
COMMON BR,FMX.Y.N
FD=O.5*BR
FC=O.O
F=FMX*BRIN
T=LO/BR
AM~2*FD/BR
DO IOI~I.N+1
BET A=T*«(l-1 )*F-FC)
THETA=BETA+AM/2.0
CALL SUBI2(THETA.AI)
THETA=BETA-AM/2.0
CALL SUBI2(THETA.i\2)
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CALL SUB3(BETA.AM.Al.A2.A3)
Y(I)=(A 1*A I+A2* A2+A3)/R.0

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE SUB 12(THET A.A)
IF(THET A.EQ.O.O)THEN
A= 1.0
ELSE
A~SIN(THETA)!THETA
ENDlF
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE SUB3(BETA.AM.A l.A2.A3)
PI=22 017.0
A3=0.0
DO 20 1=L2
DO IOK=L2
IF(I.EQ.K)THEN

IF(I.EQ.I )THEN
ALPHA=-PI*AM

ELSE
ALPHA=PI*AM

ENDIF
ELSE

ALPHA=O.O
END IF
ZI=COS(PI*AM)
ANUM=COS(2.0*PI*BET A-ALPHA)-ZI*COS(ALPHA)
DNUM= I .O+(ZI*ZI)-2.0*ZI*COS(2.0*PI*BET A)
IF(DNUM.EQ.O.O)THEN
PRINT* .'DNUM=O'
PRINT* .'ZI='.zI.'M~'.AM.'BET A~'.BET A
DNUM=IE-9
ENDIF
B=ANUMIDNUM
IF(I.EQ I)THEN

PI~AI
ELSE

PI=A2
ENDIF
IF(KEQ.I)THEN

P2=AI
ELSE

P2=A2
ENDIF
A3=A3+B*PI*P2

10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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2. PROGRAM TO FIND INTERMODULATION POWER COMPONENT

PROGRAM WFIM
COMMON fBfBR.FMX
OPEN( IO.FILE='DOC\ WFIP I.DA T.ST ATUS='OLD')
OPEN(20.FILE='DOC\ WFOP I.DA T.ST ATUS='OLD')

C ALL VALUES ARE NORMALIZED BY BIT RATE
C PRlNT*,'ENTER VALUES OF A.B.N.C.D.CLDI'

READ( 10.*)A.B.N.RMX.SMX
WRlTE(20.90)A.B.N.RMX,SMX

90 FORMATe A='.F4.1.2X.'B='.F4.1.2X.'N='.I2IlX.'RMX~'.
+ F4.1IlX.'SMX='.F4.I)
FMX=RMX+SMX
IF(BGT.FMX) FMX=B
BR=IE9
T=l/BR
CALL PSDFSKO
DELF~(B-A)IN
F~A
DO 10 I=LN
CALL INTGLJ(F.O.O.RMX,O.O.SMX.VALINT)
WF=T*T*V ALINT*4.0/6.0
WRITE(20.91)F.WF

91 FORMAT( IX,'F<F5.2.3X.'W(F)~',E8.3)
F~F+DELF
PRINT*J

10 CONTINUE
STOP
END

c
SI IfmOIJTINE INTGl..1 (F.A.A.C I.I1I.SY)
DEL Y~ I.OE-2
IMAXY~lO
BA=B - A
IF(BA) 20.1 9.20

19 1ERYI~1
PRINT*' 'IERYI~'.IERYI
STOP

20 IF(DEL Y)22.22.23
22 IERYI~2

PRINT". 'IERYI='JERYI
STOP

23 IF(lMAXY-1)24.24,25
24 IERYI~3 .

PRINT'. 'IERYl~'JERYI
STOP

25 HX~BN20+A
NHALFY=I
CALL INTGL2(F.C1.DLHX.FUNHX)
SUMK Y=FUNHX"BA "2.0/3.0
CALL INTGL2(F.CLDl,A,FUNA)
CALL INTGL2(F.CLDLB.FUNB)
SY=SUMK Y+(FUNA+FUNB)"BN6.0
DO 28 IY=2.IMAXY
SIIY~SY
SY=(SY -(SUMKY /2.0))/2.0
NHALFY=NHALFY"2.0
ANHLFY~NHALFY
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FRSTY~A+(BN ANHLFY)!2.0
CALL INTGL2(F,CLDLFRSTY,FUNFTY)
SUMKY~FUNFTY
YK~FRSTY
KLASTY~NHALFY-I
FINCY~BN ANHLFY
DO 2(, KY~LKLASTY
YK~YK+FINCY
CALL INTGL2(F,CLDLYK,FUNYK)
SUMKY~SUMKY+FUNYK

2(, CONTINUE
SUMKY~SUMKY*2.0*BN(3 .0*ANHLFY)
SY~SY+SUMKY

27 IF(ABS(SY -SI IY)-ABS(DEL Y*SY»29,28,28
28 CONTINUE

IERYI~4
GOT030

29 lERY I~O
.10 CONTINUE

NOY~2*NHALFY
WRITE(*,*)'ITERATIONS IN INTEGRALI~',NOY
RETURN
END

C

19

20
22

2.1
24

25

SUBROUTINE INTGL2(FAB,ROW,SY)
DEL Y~ I.OE-2
[MAXY~1O
BA~B - A
IF(BA) 20.19,20
IERYI~I
PRINT*- '[ERYI~'.IERYI
STOP
IF(DEL Y)22.22,23
IERYI~2
PRINT*, 'IERY1 <lERY1
STOP
IF(lMAXY -I )24,24,25
IERYI~3
PRINT*- 'IERYI~'.IERYI
STOP
HX~BA!2.(l+A
NHALFY~I
CALL FUN2(F,ROW,HX,FUNHX)
SUMKY~FUNHX*BA *2.0/3.0
CALL FUN2(F.ROWAFUNA)
CALL FUN2(F,ROW,B,FUNB)
SY~SUMKY +(FUNA+FUNB)*BN6,O
DO 28 [Y~2.IMAXY
SIIY~SY
SY~(SY -(SUMKY /2,0))/2,0
NHALFY~NHALFY*2.0
ANHLFY~NHALFY
FRSTY~ A+(BN ANHLFY)!2.0
CALL FUN2(F,ROW,FRSTY,FUNFTY)
SUMKY~FUNFTY
YK~FRSTY
KLASTY~NHALFY - I
F[NCY~BN ANHLFY
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DO 26 KY=!.KLASTY
YK=YK+FINCY
CALL FUN2(F,ROW,YKFUNYK)
SUMKY=SUMKY+FUNYK

26 CONTINUE
SUMKY=SUMKY*2.0*BA/(1.0* ANHLFY)
SY=SY+SUMKY

27 IF(ABS(SY -S IIY)-ABS(DEL Y*SY»29.28,28
28 CONTINUE

IERYI=4
00 TO 10

29 IERYI=O
W CONTINUE

NOY=2*NHALFY
WRITE(*.*)' ITERATIONS IN INTEORAL2=',NOY
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE FUN2(F,ROW,SI0,FUN)
DOUBLE PRECISION FLF2.F1,F4,Y(8193)
COMMON IBIBR,FMXJ N
N~2**n
NR~INT(ROW*NIFMX)+ I
FI=Y(NR)
NS=INT(SIO*NIFMX)+ I
F2~Y(NS)
C=F-ROW-SIO
IF(C.LT.O)C~-C
NC~INT(C*NIFMX)+ I
F1=Y(NC)
FF~PBR
R~ROW*BR
S=SIO*BR
CALL FUNX(FF.R.S,F4)
FUN=F'*F2*F1*F4*F4
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE FUNX(F,RS,FUN)
DOUBLE PRECISION FUN
DOUBLE PRECISION A.B,C.D.E.AL
A~2*R*R+2*S*S+P F-2*F*R+2*R*S-2*p S
B~F*F +2*R*R+2*S*S-2 *F*R +4 *R*S-2*F*S
C=PF+2*R*R-2*F*R
D=F*F+2*S*S-2*F*S
E=F*F
AL= 1.89E-20
FUN=8-4*COS(AL *(A+B))-4*COS(AL *(A+C))-4*COS(AL *(A+D»
I +4*COS(AL *(A-E»+2*COS(AL *(B-D))-2*COS(AL *(B+E))
I +2*COS(AL *(B-C))+ 2*COS( AL*(C-D))-2 *COS( AL*(C+E))
I -2*COS(AL*(D+E))
RETURN
END

c
SUBROUTINE PSDFSKO
DOUBLE PRECISION Y(8193)
COMMON IB/BR,FMXJ N
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10

c

C

FD=0.5*BR
FC=O.O
M=I:J
N~2**M
F=FMX*BRIN
T~ 1.0IBR
AM~2*FD/BR
DO 10 1~I.N+1
BET A=T*((I-1 )*F-FC)
THETA=BETA+AM/20
CALL SUBI2(THETA,AI)
THETA=BETA-AM/2.0
CALL SUB 12(THETA,A2)
CALL SUB3(BETA,AM,AI.A2,A3)
Y(l)~(AI*Al+A2* A2+A3)/8.0
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SUB12(THETA,A)
IF(THETA.EQ.O.O)THEN

A~l.O
ELSE

A=SIN(THETA)!THETA
ENDIF
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SUB3(BETA,AM,AI,A2,A3)
PI=22 017.0
A3=0.0
DO 20 1=1.2
DO 10 K~1.2
IF(lEQK)THEN

IF(IEQ.l )THEN
ALPHA=-PI* AM

ELSE
ALPHA=PI*AM

ENDIF
ELSE

ALPHA=O.O
ENDIF
ZI~COS(PI* AM)
ANUM=COS(2.0*PI*BET A-ALPHA)-ZI*COS(ALPHA)
DNUM~ I .O+(ZI*ZI)-2.0*ZI*COS(2.0*PI*BET A)
IF(DNUM.EQ.O.O)THEN

PRlNT* ,'DNUM=O'
PRlNT*,'ZI=',ZI'M=',AM,'BET A=',BETA
DNUM=lE-9

ENDIF
B~ANUMIDNUM
IF(l.EQ.I)THEN

PI=AI
ELSE

PI=A2
ENDIF
IF(KEQ. I)THEN

P2~AI
8-7
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2ll

ELSE
ENDIF
A3=AJ+S*P '*P2
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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3 PROGRAM TO FIND IMPULSE RESPONSE OF FIBRE

2

.1

PROGRAM IMPULS
DOUBLE PRECISION X(4096).X 1(4096).Y(4096).Y 1(4096)
DOUBLE PRECISION F.FSA.TS.T.Z(4096)
OPEN(20,FILE='8ERIIR2.DA T')
PI=22 017.0
C=3ER
8R=IOE9
NS8=R
M=lil
N~2"M
F~12'8RIN
FSA=F*N
TS=IO/FSA
DO I I=I.NS8
X(\)= 10
Y(l)=O.O
CONTINUE
CALL T'RANSF(X,Y.NSB.TS.M,T)
NH=NI2
WRITE('. ') 'ENTER FffiRE LENGTH L IN KM'
READ('.') L
WRITE(',') 'ENTER CROMATIC DISPERSION IN PSIKM.NM'
READ('.') D
WRITE(',')'ENTER LAMDA IN NM'
READ(") LAMDA
ALFA=PI'D'IE-12'LAMDA'LAMDA 'I E-9'LlC
GAMA=(8R "2.0)' ALFAIPI"2
PRINT '. 'L=',L.'DC=',D,'LAMDA='.LAMDA.'ALFA='.ALFA.
+ 'GAMA=',GAMA
WRITE(20. ')L.D.LAMDA.GAMA
DO 2 1=I.NH+1
FF~F'(I-I)
TEMP~ALFA 'FF"2
Xl (I)=COS(TEMP)
Y I(I)=-SIN (TEMP)
CONTINUE
INC=l
DO 3 I=NH+2.N
J=!-2'INC
XI(I)=XI(J)
YI(I)=YI(J)
INC~JNC+1
CONTINUE
D04I=I.N
AA=X(I)'XI(I)- Y(I)'Y 1(1)
88= X(I)'Y 1(1)+X I(I)'Y(I)
X(l)=AA
Y(I)=-88
CONTINUE
CALL DFT(X.Y.N.M)
DO 5 1=I.N/2+ l
X(I)= X(I)/N
Y(I)=Y(I)/N
Z( I)=SQRT(X( 1)"2+ Y(I)' '2)
WRITE(20. ') SNGL(Z(I))
WRITE(' .')SNGL(X(I)), SNGL(Z(I))
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, CONTINUE
STOP
END

SUBROUTINE TRANSF(X.Y.NSB.TS.M.T)
DOUBLE PRECISION X(4096).Y(4096).TS.T
N=2**M
NH=NI2
FSA=I.OrrS
F=FSAIN
DO I I=NSB+ I.NH+ I
X(I)~Il.1l

Y(I)=o.O
CONTINUE
INC=I
DO 2 I=NH+2.N
J~I-2*INC
X(l)=X(J)
Y(l)=Y(J)
INC=INC+I

2 CONTINUE
CALL DFT(X.Y.N.M)
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE DFT(X.Y.N.M)
COMPLEX AX(4096),U.W,T
DOUBLE PRECISION PI.X(4096).Y(4096)
DO I I~l.N
AX(l)~CMPLX(X(I). Y(l»
CONTINUE
NV2=N/2
NMI=N-I
J=I
D05I=I.NMI
IF(I.GE.J) GO TO 2
T=AX(J)
AX(J)=AX(l)
AX(l)=T

2 K=NV2
) 1F(K GE.J) GO TO 4

J=J-K
K=KI2
GOT03

~ J=J+K
, CONTINUE

PI=22.017.0
DO 20 L~I.M
LE=2**L
LEI=LEI2
lJ=CMPLX( I .0.lJ.(»
W=CMPLX(COS(PIILE 1).SIN(PIILE 1»
DO 20 J= l.LE I
DO 10 I=J.N.LE
IP=I+LEI
T=AX(IP)*U
AX(lP)= AX(l)- T
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AX(l)=AX(l)+T
10 CONTINUE

U=U'W
20 CONTINUE

DO 25 I=I.N
X(\)~REAL(AX(I))
Y(l)=AIMAG(AX(I))

25 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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~. PROGRAM TO FIND EVEN ORDER MOMENTS

(' PROGRAM FOR COMPUTATION OF EVEN ORDER MOMENTS
C OF LASER FREQUENCY NOISE

DIMENSION X(XI'!2).SUMY( 10.102(,).A(X 1'!2)
DIMENSION Y(2IU2)
OPEN(70.FILE='1 WATFORIBERIIR2. OAT)
OPEN( 40.FILE='1 WATFORIBERIMOMENT DA'1")
NSB=8
N=512
READ(70. *)LL.D.LAMDA.ALFA
WRITE(*.*J'GIVE MOD. INDEX'
READ(*.*)AMOD
WRlTE(40.*) AMOD
WRITE(*. *)'AMOD='.AMOD
AMAX=1.0
DO 2 I=I.N+I
READ(70. *)A(I)
IF(A(I) .GT AMAX) AMAX=A(1)

2 CONTINUE
WRITE(*. *J'AMAX='.AMAX
DO I I=I.N+I
A(\)=A(I)* AMOD/4.0
WRITE(*. *)LA(I)
CONTINUE
S=O.O
DO (, 1=I.NSB
S=S+A(I)

(, CONTINUE
DELF=S/NSB
WRITE(*.*)'AVG. DEV. MO='.DELF
WRITE(40*)DELF
NB=N/NSB
DO 10 L=NSB.I.-1
DO II K=1.I0
K2=K*2
DO 12 I=I.NB-I
SUMY(K,I)=O.O
DO 13 J=O.K
AK=2.0*K
AJ=2.0*J
CALL COMBN(AK.AJ.CKJ)
IF(1.EQ I)THEN

IF(J .EQ. 0) THEN
SY=I.O

ELSE
SY=O.O

END IF
ELSE

IF(JEQ. 0) THEN
SY=1.0

ELSE
SY=SUMY(J.I-I)

ENDIF
ENDIF
II=I*NSB+L
NKJ=2*(K-J)
AI=ABS(A(II»
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12

SUMY (K.I)=SUMY (K.I)+CKJ" SY"( AI" "NKJ)
SMY=SUMY(KJ)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
Y(K2.L)=SMY
WRITE(". ")'M(' X2: :.L.')='. Y(K2.L)
IF(L .EQ. I) THEN

WRITE(40. ")Y(K2.L)
ENDIF

II CONTINUE
III CONTINUE

WRITE( 40, ")LL.D.LAMDA.ALFA
STOP
END

*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE COMBN(AN.AR,ANCR)
IF(AR .EQ. 0.0) THEN

ANCR=l.O
ELSE

CALL FACTN(AN.FAN)
CALL FACTN(AR,FAR)
ANMR=AN-AR
CALL FACTN(ANMR,FANMR)
ANCR=FAN/(FAR"FANMR)

ENDIF
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE FACTN(C,FAC)
IF(C .EQ. 0.0) THEN

FAC~l.O
ELSE

,
"

I

"
"
"

100

M~ANINT(C)
FAC=l.O
DO 100 1=l.M
FAC~F AC"FLOA T(I)
CONTINUE

END IF
RETURN
END
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5. PROGRAM TO FIND BER FOR DIFFERENT PS dBm DUE TO FIBRE CHROMATIC DISPERSION

*

*

*
*

FIBRE

*

*

C PROGRAM TO FIND BER FOR DIFFERENT VALUE OF PS-DBM DUE TO

CHROMATIC
C DISPERSION

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.J-M.O-Z)
DIMENSION DBM(20).BERM(20.IO)
REAL NU.NUT(lO)
COMMON M(lO)JXlXMEAN
OPEN( 12.FILE='\ WATFOR\BER\DELNU.DA T')
OPEN( I LFILE='\W ATFOR\BER\MOMENT.DA T')
OPEN( IO.FILE='\ WATFOR\BER\BERMQM.DA T')
VARIABLE DEFINITION: RD=RESPONSIVlTY= 1.0. FE= NOISE *FIGURE= :mB
MOD. INDEX.H=(2*DELFIRB).
LINEWIDTH=NU(NORMALIZED)=DT=(DELNEW*T)
TAO=(T/2*H). VARIANCE=V AR=2 *PI*(NUfT)*T AO=2*PI*DT I
RB= IlUl*( 10.0**9.0)
BW=(2.0*RB)
T=( I.O!RB)
PI=22.017.0
')"'1 CHOOSE THE VALUE OF MOD INDEX. H
READ(l L*) H
READ(l L*)XMEAN
READ(l L*) (M(I)J=L10)
WRITE(*. *) 'IF DC ZERO THEN ENTER 0 ELSE ENTER 9'
READ(**) DC
WRITE(*.*) 'H='.H
TAO=T/(2.0*H)
CHOOSE THETAOBAR=XMEAN. FOR A PARTICULAR H
WRlTE(*. *)'XMEAN=' .XMEAN
READ(l2.*) NNU.(NUT(I)J=LNNU)
IF(DCNE.O) GOTO 10

*

C

C
ANY

5
7

FOR FIBRE CROMATIC DISPERSION DC=O.O
DO 71=LNNU
NU=NUT(I)
DT=NU
DTl =(NUfT)*T AO
SET THE VALUE OF PS_DBM
PS_DBM=-25.0
WRITE(*. *)'DTl ='.DTl
WRITE(*. *)'DT='.DT
DO 5 IJ=UO
PSIG= .00 I*(lO.0)**(PS_DBM/IO.0)
CALL SNRT(pSIG.SNR.BW.DTl)
JlTA=SQRT(SNR/2.0)
X=O.O
FOR X=O.O. PDF=PDFN=LO AS. PDFN=PDFII+.*HE(X)I. AND HE.N(O) IS ALWAYS ZERO FOR

C VALUEOFN
CALL ERFC(X.ERFCZ.JITA)
BER=O.5*ERFCZ
WRITE(*. *)pS _DBM.BERJ
DBM(IJ)=PS_DBM
BERM(IJJ)=BER
IF(BERLE. IE-12) GOTO 7
PS_DBM=PS_DBM+l.O
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
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GO TO 20

* FOR NON-ZERO FIBRE CROMATIC DISPERSION
10 DO 171=LNNU

NU=NUT(1)
DT~NU
DTt =(NU(f)*T AO
WRITE(*,*)'DT='.DT
PS_DBM=-25.0
DO 15 11=1.20
PSIG= .001*(1O.0)**(PS_DBMlI0.0)
CALL SNRT(PSIG,SNR,BW,DTt)
JITA=SQRT(SNR/2.0)
C~(XMEAN-5.0)
D=(XMEAN+5.0)
CALL SMPSNY(C.D,DTUITA,SY)
BER=(05*SY)
DBM(IJ)=PS _DBM
BERM(IJ.!)=BER
WRJTE(*, *)'PS _DBM=',PS_ DBM:BER~' ,BER.!
IF(BER.LE.IE-12) GOTO 17
PS_DBM=PS_DBM+LO

15 CONTINUE
17 CONTINUE
20 DO 25 IJ= 1.20

WRJTE( 10,90) DBM(IJ),(BERM(IJ,N),N= I,NNU)
25 CONTINUE
90 FORMA T(I X,F6.2,I X,1O(E8.2,1 Xl)
100 STOP

END**********************************************************************

C

c

19

21l
22

25

SUBROUTINE SMPSNY(C.D,DTUITA,SY)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.J-M,O-Z)
COMMON IX/XMEAN
SET THE ACCURACY LIMIT YOU DESIRE FROM THE INTEGRATION
DELY=O.OI
SET THE MAXIMUM ITERATION YOU DESIRE.!MAX
IMAX=IO
SIIY=O.OO
Sy~o.O
DC=D-C
IF(DC)20, 19,20
WRJTE(*,*) 'ERROR IN BOUNDARY VALUE'
RETURN
IF(DEL Y)22.22,23
WRITE(*,*)'ERROR: CHOOSE +VE VALUE FOR DEL Y'
RETURN
IF(1MAX-I)24,24,25
WRITE(*, *)'ERROR:CHOOSE +VE VALUE FOR MAXIMUM ITERATION'
RETURN
HY=DC/2.0+C
NHALFY=I
X=HY
XX=X-XMEAN
CALL PDF(XX,PDFLDTt) .
CALL ERFC(X,ERFCZ.JITA)
FUNHY~PDFI*ERFCZ
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SUMK Y=FUNHY*DC*2.0/3.0
X=C
XX=X-XMEAN
CALL PDF(XX,PDFI.DTl)
CALL ERFC(X,ERFCZ,J1TA)
FUNC=PDF I*ERFCZ
X=D
XX=X-XMEAN
CALL PDF(XX,PDFI.DTl)
CALL ERFC(X,ERFCZ.JITA)

C GET THE VALUE OF F(X)=PDFI*ERFCZ
FUND=PDFI *ERFCZ

C BER OBTAINED FROM THE FIRST ITERATION IN SIMPSON,BER=SY
SY=SUMKY +(FUNC+FUND)*DC/6.0
DO 28 IY=2.IMAX
SIIY=SY

C . FOR 2ND ITERATION KEEP THE CONTRIBUTION OF F(X) AT C.D & HY IN SY
SY=(SY -(SUMKY 12.0))12.0
NHALFY=NHALFY*2.0
ANHLFY=NHALFY
FRSTY=C+(DCI ANHLFY)/2.0
X=FRSTY
XX=X-XMEAN
CALL PDF(XX,PDFI.DTl)
CALL ERFC(X,ERFCZ.JIT A)

C GET THE VALUE OF F(X)=PDFl*ERFCZ
FUNFTY=PDF I*ERFCZ
SUMKY=FUNFTY
YK=FRSTY
KLASTY=NHALFY-I
FINCY=DCI ANHLFY
DO 26 KY=I.KLASTY
YK=YK+FINCY
X=YK
XX=X-XMEAN
CALL PDF(XX,PDFI.DTl)
CALL ERFC(X,ERFCZ,J1TA)
GET THE VALUE OF F(X)=PDFI *ERFCZ
FUNYK=PDFI*ERFCZ
SUMKY=SUMKY+FUNYK

2(, CONTINUE
SUMKY=(SUMKY*2.0*DC)/(3.0* ANHLFY)
SY=SY+SUMKY

27 IF(ABS(SY-SIIY)-ABS(DELY*SY» 29,28,28
28 CONTINUE
29 AI,NTE=SY

RETURN
END

*************************************************************************

C SUBROUTINE TO OBTAIN PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION

C

SUBROUTINE PDF(X,PDFX,DTl)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-Z)
COMMON MOO)
CONSTANT IDETIFICATION
PI=22.017.0
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XAVG=O.O
VAR=(2.o*PI*DTI )+M(l)
EXPO=«X-XA VG)**2)/(2.0*VAR)
IF(EXPO.GE. 708. 9.AND.EXPO.L T. 709 .8)THEN
ANUMER=O.O
ELSE
ANUMER=EXP(-I.O*EXPO)
ENDIF
DENO=SQRT(2.0*PI*V AR)
PDFX=ANUMERIDENO
RETURN
END********************************************************************

C PROGRAM TO FIND ERFC(Z)

c' .

PROGRAM TO FIND SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
SUBROUTINE SNRT(PSIG. SNR. BW. DTI)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-Z)
COMMON M(lO)
CONSTANT IDENTIFICATION
E=1.6E-19
PI=(22.017.0)
RD= 1.0
CUR~(RD"PSIG)
XAVG=1.0
VARIANCE= PROD= 2"PI"DT1. RES=LOAD RESISTANCE. FE=NOISE C FIGURE
K~ 1.38E-23
TEMP=300.0
RES=50.0
FE_DBM=3.0
FE=( IO.O)""(FE_DBMllO.O)
VAR=2.0"PI"DTI

C

C

C

SUBROUTINE ERFC(X.ERFCZ.JlTA)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.J-M.O-Z)

C CONST ANT IDENTIFICATION
Z= JlT A*COS(X)

C DOUBLE PRECISION Z.Y.P.PP.Ql.Q2.Al.A2.A3.A4.A5.Pl.ZZ
PI~22.017.0
ZZ=ABS(Z)
SIGN=Z/ZZ
A I=0.2548295920
A2=-O.284496736
A3= 1.4214137410
A4=-1.453 152027
A5=1.0614054290

C ERROR= 1.5E-7
P=0.3275911
PP~ I.O/( 1.0+P*ZZ)
QI=EXP(-(ZZ**2.))
Q2= A I*PP+A2*(PP**2.)+A3*(PP**3. )+A4"(PP""4.)+ A5"(PP""5.)
Y=( I.O-Q I"Q2)*SIGN
Y=1.0-Y
ERFCZ=Y
RETURN
END

=\ c******************************************************************
/
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NSHOT=2.0*E*BW*CUR*( I.O+XAVG)
NEXCSS=O.S*(CUR **2.0)*V AR
NTHRM=( 4.0*K *TEMP*FE*BW)fRES
NTOT=NSHOT+NEXCSS+NTHRM
AMP=2.0*RD*PSIG

C SNR=(AMP**2)/(TOT AI.;NOISE. NTOT)
SNR=(AMP**2.0)/NTOT
RETURN
END
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